or arobotic manipulator, the impact of the end-effector on the F environment occurs in the transition from unconstrained (free) motion to constrained motion. Contact force at impact is difficult to control and oscillatory behavior (or, worse still, instability) can easily occur. Several kinds of models have been proposed to explain impact-force behavior. For instance, in [ 171 a rigid, six-degree-of-freedom (d.0.f.) model of the manipulator is assumed for a geared PUMA 560 arm; in [13] a sixth-order model is derived for a direct-drive manipulator (CMU DD arm 11) in single-joint operations, accounting for the arm, sensor, and environment compliances and whose dominant dynamics is due to the environment. In [ 191 a sixth-order model that takes into account the joint compliance inherent in reduction gears and the sensor and environment dynamics is adopted for a prototype single-joint geared arm.
count the joint compliance inherent in reduction gears and the sensor and environment dynamics is adopted for a prototype single-joint geared arm.
In this article. the impact-force behavior is experimentally studied on a six-d.0.f. commercial manipulator interacting with a very hard granite surface. The arm was manufactured with standard components and is representative of current industrial products. It is shown that the elastic-joint robot model proposed by Spong [ 161 completely explains frequency and damping of impact-force oscillations, so that oscillations can be totally ascribed to joint compliance, while links behave as rigid bodies. The initial part of the impact transient is also affected by Coulomb friction in the joints, which contributes to the dissipation of the kinetic energy of the arm at impact.
Several control strategies have been proposed in the literature for impact and force control. A nonlinear feedback control law was proposed in [ 171 to decouple and linearize the system, so that the motion of the manipulator and the contact force can be controlled independently along each unconstrained (motion) and constrained (force) direction. In [ 191 an integral gain control was used for permanent (bounceless) contact and throughout transition, but bounces took place. In [13] a discontinuous explicit force control was implemented to avoid bounces, which led to a proportional positive gain (smaller than unity) for the transient phase of impact and to an integral gain for tracking the force setpoint once a bounceless contact had been established. In fact, [ 131 highlights that integral control, widely recognized (see, e.g., [8] , [lo] , [14] , [19] ) as the most suitable choice for permanent contact, is not suitable for the transition phase as bounce and instability might occur because of integrator wind-up [2] .
This article shows, through analysis and experiments, how to effectively employ integral control even in the transition phase,
Fig. I . SMART 3s robot.
maintaining contact with the environment without bounce despite the potential problems of integrator wind-up. We begin by describing the experimental setup and how the manipulator model is derived. We then report the experimental results and model validation (by comparison of simulation and experimental results) and discuss the open-loop permanent contact and impact. We also give an analysis of the wind-up prolblem of integral control, propose methods to avoid or counteract it, and report bounceless experimental controlled impacts.
The Experimental Setup
The experimental environment (Fig. 1) is based on the SMART 3 s robot, a six-axis industrial robot (manufactured by COMAU), equipped with an open version of the standard controller C3G 9000 [4] . In this version the controller can exchange data with an extemal PC that runs user-defined control algorithms. There are several operating modes. In om, the controller action can be completely excluded, allowing motor-current setpoints to be directly commanded by the user's algorithms from the PC at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz (and with a communica- tion delay of two ms; i.e., twice the sampling interval). At this sampling frequency the PC acquires force-sensor and motor-resolver measurements. A six-axis wrist-force sensor from AT1 was adopted, with a resolution of 0.1 N.
In order to reduce the dynamic complexity of the system being studied and to facilitate the analysis of the experimental data and the validation of the model, all motors but the fifth were mechanically braked in suitable positions, so that impact was due only to the movements of the fifth joint, which therefore also controls the impact. However, it must be emphasized that the dynamic effects of joint compliance (which greatly affect industrial robots) are not eliminated by locking the motor coordinate as the brakes act on the back of the motor shaft, and the joint itself is not locked.
System Modeling
The general model of a compliant joint robot in contact with a surface is the following: (1) where q and q, are the link and the motor coordinate vectors, respectively; M( 4) is the robot inertia matrix; c( g , ir) and g( (1, are the vectors of Coriolis and centrifugal terms and the vector of gravitational terms, respectively; P = diag(pt) is the matrix of transmission ratios; T,, zr, zf, and T~ are the motor torque vector, the transmitted torque vector, the friction torque vector, and the joint torque vector due to the external force, respectively; and
M(q)q+c(q,q)+g(q)-PTTr
are the matrices of the joint stiffness, damping coefficient, motor inertia, and the motor damping coefficient, respectively.
For analysis purposes, the model in Equation 1 was linearized in the impact configuration (Fig. 2) . In this configuration the contact force is affected by the torque delivered by the fifth motor and by the compliance of joint 2, while it is not influenced by joints 1,3,4, and 6 (in the configuration of Fig. 2 , the moment of the contact force withrespect to the axis ofjoint 3 is zero). Therefore, a three-d.0.f. mechanical system can be considered: two degrees of freedom are associated with the motor and the link coordinate of joint 5 , and a third is associated with the link coordinate of joint 2. The system can be described by the mass-spring-damper system shown in Fig. 3 and by the following linear equations: (2) where q denotes the joint coordinates of the impact configuration depicted in Fig. 2. i.e., the torques exerted about axes 2 and 5 by the contact force, are determined by the characteristics of the contact, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Since contact is made between a rounded metal tool fixed on the force sensor and a granite surface lying on the floor (see Fig. 2 ), the compliance of the environment is negligible with In turn, the deflection of the force sensor is algebraically related to the amplitude of the contact force through the torsional stiffness, k,: In practice, the stiffness, k F , accounts not only for the stiffness of the force sensor, but also for those of the tool and the coupling between the force sensor and the flange of the robot.
Nonlinear Coulomb friction characteristics are assumed for the friction-torque variations: Finally, the fast electrical dynamics of the motor are neglected and the mo_tor torque, &,,, is proportional to the motor current setpoint, 611m5, with the torque constant being Kr,. The values of the model parameters (see Appendix) were partly derived from the robot technical documentation, partly from previous identification work [ 3 ] , [7] , while the stiffness parameters, k, and k , , were set to best fit the experimental measurements, as is shown later.
The model in Equation 2 is similar to that proposed in [ 131 but differs in the localization of the main source of compliance. In fact, in [13] the sixth-order model considers the dynamics of the arm, the sensor, and the environment. Taking into account the specific values of the model parameters, the model is then reduced to a fourth-order model, where the dominant dynamics are due to the environment, modeled as a second-order system. Note, however, that in [13] a lightweight direct-drive robot was considered with quite stiff joints. Also, in [19] a sixth-order model, accounting for the joint, sensor, and environment dynamics, was adopted for the prototype of a single-joint geared arm, while in [ 171 a rigid joint, arm, and environment model was adopted for a Puma 560.
Model Validation: Contact Experiments
A first set of experiments was aimed at validating the model (Equations 2-5) of the robot in contact. A step to the current setpoint of the fifth joint motor was imposed, starting with the tool in contact with the surface but exerting a null force. The force response was compared with the simulated one: Fig. 5 shows the results using a step amplitude of 1.36 A. As is clear from the figure, the model is effective in predicting the magnitude of the first peak and frequency (= 22 Hz) and damping of the oscillation of the force response; some discrepancy just occurs immediately after the peak, where the measured force response decreases much more than the simulated one.
The oscillating behavior shown in This fact is worth noting as it indicates how the arm compliance influences the force behavior and shows that the arm's structural resonance frequency can be accurately predicted by lumping the compliance in a joint. Trying different configurations [9] , also exciting the compliance of other joints, confirmed that the linearized models derived from Equation 1 correctly predict the resonance frequency. The joint compliance is due to the mechanical parts of the joint, which are elastic and deflect under torque, and is influenced by the characteristics of the motor armature, shaft, coupling, and load [6] . Couplers are most likely the main sources of compliance. The SMART 3SI has the following standard components: Teijin planetary gearboxes in joints 1-3 and harmonic drive gears in joints 4-6. For a reduction gear like that of joint 5 (p, = 50, size = 20) the harmonic drive technical documentation gives a stiffness coefficient in the range 6.3-1 1.3 "/rad (actually, it depends on the level of the output torque), while the overall mean stiffness ofjoint .5 has been identified as k, = 9.17 "/rad (see [7] and Appendix). It is thus confirmed that most of the joint torsional flexibility is due to the reduction gear. Similar stiffness and damping figures were also obtained for the joints with planetary gearboxes [3] whose stiffness data were not available.
Since SMART 3s is a commercial product manufactured with commercial components (couplers and Siemens brushless motors), the above results should be representative of the behavior of several industrial manipulators. The contalot surface is less common since it is really very rigid; however, it is not unlike the hard metal working surfaces subjected to robotized polishing and finishing operations. 
Model Validation: Uncontrolled Impact Experiments
The switch from free to contact motion is determined by a null value for the distance, 6z, of the tool tip from a granite cube lying on the floor (Fig. 2) :
If 6z 4 0 the force is computed from Equation 3, otherwise it is set to zero.
In order to safely approach the surface, a PI regulator (R(s) = 0.03(1+ 80 / s)) controls the velocity of the motor coordinate, qm5, during the motion through free space; then, after the measured force exceeds the threshold of l N, the velocity control is disabled and the current setpoint is set to a constant value. shows the simulated (two plots, obtained with T c j = 0.04.5 Nm and z, , = 0.055 Nm, respectively) and the experimental force responses obtained by impacting the surface with an impact velocity of 7 cm/s (thus keeping the force peak within the force-sensor measurement range so as not to damage the arm), while imposing a current of OS9 A after exceeding the force threshold. The magnitude of the peak and the oscillation frequency and damping are in quite good agreement, while there is again some difference just after the peak. The simulated responses show that this part of the transient is strongly affected by the Coulomb friction of joint 5, xcj; in fact, this friction is uncertain and can vary significantly with load, wear, and temperature. As expected, Coulomb friction contributes to the dissipation of the initial kinetic energy of the arm. However, it has no damping effect on the structural oscillations of the arm. Coulomb friction torques (3 to 5% of the nominal motor torques [3] ) are quite large compared with the torques needed to develop the contact forces, so the strong influence of friction on force behavior is easily explained. Fig. 7 also shows that the duration of the force peak is as short as 20 ms because the impact is on granite, and there is no added passive compliance. In the case of softer surfaces, such as wood or rubber, the force peak would be lower and the duration longer. Repeating this experiment at different impact velocities verified that the peak magnitude is proportional to the impact velocity, which is in agreement with [151 and [191. Impact-force Control Integrator Wind-up and Initialization
The integral controller (Equation 6) can cause bouncing, leading to instability in the impact phase because of integrator wind-up, as explained in [ 131. Actually, wind-up can occur either immediately after impact or when contact is lost during arebound.
Wind-up occurs immediately after impact because of the force spike, which is due to the initial kinetic energy of the arm regardless of the action of the control variable. The spike may cause a large force error, which driyes the integrator to generate a contact force directed away from the contact surface (to reduce the error). This actuated force, coupled with the reaction force from the surface, may drive the manipulator off the surface. Although not unique, the following can be taken as a reasonable definition of the integrator charge due to wind-up: with x, ?' being the "wind-up charge"; ti the time of the impact; At, the duration of the initial force spike, computed as At, = 2(t, -ti); andt, the time instant of the force peak. Positive xw"' may cause bounce, while the negative values would push the end-effector further against the surface. Equation (7) suggests that there is no growth in the wind-up charge if the force setpoint is high with respect to the force peak, in the event of it being low, growth can be avoided by appropriately preshaping (increasing) the setpoint, at least for the spike duration, At,. Setpoint preshaping has already been proposed [ 1 11, but quite differently and with the more ambitious purpose of damping the force oscillations. On the other hand, Equation 6 shows that the effects of the wind-up charge can be counteracted by an appropriate value of avoided by reducing the integral gain in the time interval when the contact force vanishes.
Rebound-free Impact with Integral Control The above analysis and conclusions were confirmed by the experimental and simulation results shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 plots the force transients (measured and simulated) for impact velocity of 6.4 cm/s, with force setpoints of 70,45, and 20 N, respectively. Tlne integral controller (Equation 6) was tuned for the case of bounceless contact, and the initial state was assessed from Equation 8
with 4 = 0.6 and xtw" = 0. The experimental results show the absence of bounce in all three cases, while simulation predicts a couple of bounces in the latter case (Fig. 8(c) ). Apart from this discrepancy, Fig. 8 confirms good experiment-simulation agreement with regard to peak amplitude and duration, oscillation frequency, and transient duration.
The wind-up charge computed by Equation 7 from simulated data is about 0.13, -0.16, -0.44 Nm for the transients of Fig. 8(a)-(c) , respectively. These values explain the bounce predicted by simulation in the latter avoided either by preshaping the setpoint in the spike time interval or by subtracting the wind-up charge from the integrator initial state. By doing this, the simulation of the transient of Fig. 8(c) results in the bounceless plots of Fig. 10 .
Though not shown in the above figure,s, there has also been the verification that the damping action of the velocity feedback initially counteracts the force spike but soon changes its sign to again push the arm against the surface. Actually, there has been a proposa. ' [12] to use case. According to the preceding analysis, bounce can be the initial integrator state, x,,,. For this purpose, x,, can be computed by the following empirical equation: with 5 being an adjustable factor and p the gain between control torque and contact force 0-1 = 249.6 m-' in this particular case).
The first term in Equation 8 gives a fraction (5) of the steady-state value of the control variable, thus helping to push the endeffector against the surface from timet, on, opposing the impact reaction force and counteracting the rising of bounce at the price of a slightly higher force peak. Note that for a constant setpoint, the initial state acts as the feedforward action proposed in [ 131. Integrator wind-up also occurs when contact is lost during rebound: in this condition the contact force drops to zero, the force loop opens, and the unstable integrator state moves, following the force setpoint, driving the arm into the surface again. Large integral gains result in new rebounds and force spikes of increasing rate and magnitude [ 131. In the testbed used for our trials, even though the testbed represented critical conditions because of the definitely stiff contact, no new rebounds were experienced. In any case, rebounds can be pact to dissipate impact oscillations.
Finally, it is worth noting that in our testbed the magnitude of the initial force spike is barely influenced by a feedback force controller since the spike lasts less than 20 ms and the peak value is reached in a few milliseconds (it was verified by simulation that the 1 ms sampling interval is small enough to have little effect on the spike amplitude and duration). The only way to influence the magnitude is by controlling the impact velocity. The tuning of the impact velocity and the initial state of the integrator can be easily achieved in the robot programming phase by "teaching" for repetitive tasks. In industrial practice it seems natural to safeguard both the tool and the workpiece by requiring the magnitude of the force peak to be not much larger than the force setpoint. If this happens, the wind-up charge stays "naturally" low, and so does the risk of bounce. To restrain the magnitude, the transition from free to constrained motion should be actuated through a suitable trajectory at a given operational space velocity. Control is switched from position to integral force control once impact is detected, and the trajectory is stopped when the desired contact force is permanently achieved. A MOVE_TO-CONTACT instruction could be introduced into the robot programming language to actuate the transition.
Other Control Strategies
The extension of integral control (plus active damping) to the impact phase is proposed in [19] , where a prototype geared single-joint arm, equipped with a fast sampling (13 kHz) controller and interacting with a rigid environment, is used for the experimental analysis. The authors also selected the impact velocity proportional to the desired contact force but did not consider the problem of integrator wind-up and initialization. The impact transients are fast but present at least one rebound.
In [13] a proportional force controller plus feedforward is proposed for the transient phase of impact, to be faded to zero and replaced by integral control once the force spike vanishes. The proportional gain is negative and is such that the loop gain is smaller than one at low frequency, providing a condition for system stability. The controller behavior was analyzed and tuned on the model of a testbed with a rigid-joint direct-drive arm and a compliant environment quite different from that given earlier in the system modeling section.
The application of this controller to the SMART 3s was assessed by simulation and gave satisfactory results when tuned appropriately. For low loop gains, the force response is similar to that of the open-loop impact given earlier in this article. With respect to the integral controller, this controller appears less robust (i.e., with a smaller gain margin). Furthermore, the need for a transition to the integral controller is a drawback, since the transition method and the initial and end times have to be determined empirically.
glected. A switching control strategy was adopted that consisted of a PD position control in free motion and unconstrained contact motion directions and a PI plus active damping and a weighted positive-acceleration feedback in the constrained directions.
The application of this controller to our testbed has been carefully analyzed by simulation and experimental work [5] . Satisfying results have been obtained with a "trial and error" tuning procedure. Nevertheless, it has been found that the assumption of a rigid model is not appropriate for the problem: the controller gives very different results when applied to the rigid and elastic models. The fact is that the operational space variables (position, velocity, and acceleration) entering the control law cannot be obtained with sufficient accuracy from the motor coordinates (accessible in both SMART 3s and common industrial robots) when the arm interacts with a stiff environment. In fact, because of the joint compliance the actuator shaft has a rotation when torque is applied to it, even though the environment prevents the endeffector from moving.
Conclusions
Dynamic behavior and control of the force arising at the collision of the end-effector of an industrial manipulator and a rigid environment have been investigated. Starting from the general nonlinear elastic-joint model of the arm in contact, a linearized model has been derived that accounts for the arm dynamics around a properly selected experimental configuration. The model responses fit the experimental configurations well, particularly the frequency and damping of the force oscillations. As a consequence, it is recognized that the joint compliance is the main reason for the oscillations of the impact force after impact. A similar result was obtained in [ 191, while in [ 171 the joint compliance was neglected, and in [ 131, with a direct drive arm, it was negligible with respect to the environment result. The contribution of Coulomb friction to the dissipation of the kinetic energy of the arm at impact and its effect on the initial part of the force transient was also highlighted by the simulation.
With regard to force control, it has been shown how integral control, widely acknowledged as the most desirable controller for a bounceless contact phase, can also be made suitable for the impact phase. Methods for avoiding or counteracting integrator wind-up were proposed and bounceless transition from free space to permanent contact motion were obtained experimentally and in simulation with an integral controller tuned as for a permanent contact condition.
